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Chapter 551
The audience was silent, everyone was frightened by his fierce appearance, standing
still, pale.

Then, a sharp and angry voice broke the silence.

“I’m Cao Nima! I don’t care who you are, you are dead, 100% dead!” It is Mr. Jiang, his
face is crooked with anger now, he gritted his teeth and burst into flames, pointing
Wayne Lin yelled, “Give it to me, kill him, kill him!!”

He was hysterical, like a madman, where there was the demeanor and chicness just
now, he looked very hideous and cruel, and everyone who knew him at the scene was
shocked by his appearance.

Especially Xu Jing, she shuddered fiercely, panicked and frightened, thinking that
Wayne Lin had offended President Jiang, which was dying.

It could be seen that Jiang was always the core of the scene, everyone had to obey his
orders, and the other men immediately started rushing towards Wayne Lin to kill Wayne
Lin.

Faced with this situation, Wayne Lin raised the corner of his mouth, revealing a
disdainful smile, “A group of ants, dare to fight the dragon?”

Now he has not always looked elegant and easy-going at all, but has turned into a god
of war, struggling horizontally and horizontally, domineering, stepping on China, and
breaking the sky!

I saw him sneer, then he lifted his right foot higher than his waist, and then slammed
down!



Suddenly, with a bang, something happened that made everyone on the scene tremble
with horror.

Wayne Lin’s foot was photographed, and the ground in front of him split immediately,
adding a half-meter wide crack, and the men who rushed towards him were shocked by
this powerful force. It was torn apart and flew to the sides. That scene was extremely
shocking.

Under one foot, Wayne Lin didn’t touch them, so all of them were seriously injured,
blood spurting wildly, and they didn’t know how many ribs were broken.

Even Alma Chu, seeing this scene, flashed deep horror in her eyes. She knew that
Wayne Lin’s martial arts was very powerful, and was generally not an opponent, but she
did not expect that Wayne Lin was so powerful that it would completely subvert Her
cognition.

As for the others, even more needless to say, completely dumbfounded, thinking that
they saw Superman.

This crack just spread to Mr. Jiang. Mr. Jiang staggered back, and finally fell to the
ground embarrassedly, his buttocks stuck in the crack, and his face was pale.

The next moment, his trousers became soggy, he was peeing directly!

He was trembling all over, like this situation, he couldn’t be calm, it was completely
beyond his capacity.

The other women also shivered and were so scared that Hua Rong was eclipsed. Xu
Jing directly knelt in front of Wayne Lin and banged her head, “I dare not, President Lin,
please. President Lin, don’t kill me, oooooo…”

His nose and tears appeared, and his hair was disheveled, where he was just dignified.

Wayne Lin glared at her coldly, and suddenly, her whole body was violently shaken, and
her brain exploded. Then, she was frightened and fainted.

In fact, she is not just as simple as being fainted, but has suffered huge nerve damage
and has become an idiot.



Just kidding, Wayne Lin, as a master of the fourth stage of the Innate Realm, how
strong is his mental power? Some powerful hypnotists can hypnotize ordinary people
through their eyes. For a super expert like Wayne Lin, it is not easy to have an eye to
scare ordinary people into idiots.

Today’s party was Xu Jing who invited Alma Chu over. Speaking of which, Xu Jing was
the culprit, and Wayne Lin would naturally not let it go. He could not kill Xu Jing, but Xu
Jing’s end must be miserable!

Next, Wayne Lin looked at the others…

Those who were seen by his eyes did not dare to look at each other, and knelt down
one after another, begging Wayne Lin for forgiveness.

Right this

Wayne Lin didn’t punish too much for the remaining women. He put his gaze on
President Jiang, and he could naturally see that this man was the principal here and the
culprit who harmed Alma Chu.

Wayne Lin is not a person who likes to kill, but the crimes these people have committed
against Alma Chu are enough to make him have a strong killing intent!

Alma Chu is his Ni Lin, who dares to bully Alma Chu, then he will kill someone, no
discussion!

Feeling Wayne Lin’s murderous intentions, President Jiang became even more
frightened. He kept backing away and shouted in a shrill voice: “You, you, you, you can’t
kill me! My brother-in-law is Zhong Tao, he is the instructor at Xuanyuan No. 2 , You
can’t kill me!!! Otherwise my brother-in-law can’t spare you!!!”

Speaking of his brother-in-law, he immediately came back to his senses. Yes, he has a
big backstage. The brother-in-law is the instructor at Xuanyuan No. 2 and has a high
position. If the man in front of him kills him, the brother-in-law must do it for him.
revenge!

“Xuanyuan No. 2?” Wayne Lin frowned slightly when he heard these words. He had
joined Xuanyuan No. 3 for a while. He had naturally heard of Xuanyuan No. 2 and knew
that Xuanyuan No. 2 was also in harmony. Xuanyuan Three are similar institutions, and



their strength is stronger than Xuanyuan Three. He had heard Sun Liang mentioned
before, and Sun Liang was quite jealous of Xuanyuan Two.

When Mr. Jiang saw him like this, he immediately got up, “Yes, it’s Xuanyuan No.2! This
is an important institution in China, and it is full of agents with the ability to reach the
sky, and my brother-in-law Zhong Tao is the king of agents. , If you dare to move me,
my brother-in-law will have to strip you alive! Behave, you should apologize to me and
compensate me for the loss tonight, otherwise, I will let my brother-in-law rule you!!”

Zhong Tao? Wayne Lin had never heard of this name. He stared at President Jiang and
could see that the other party did not lie. It seemed that Zhong Tao was indeed a
person.

But what about this?

Alma Chu, who was at the back, recovered some physical strength, her face was not as
pale as before. She walked over slowly, holding Wayne Lin’s arm, and said with some
worry on her face: “Wayne, I actually don’t Let them take advantage of it, just forget it.”

Wayne Lin couldn’t tell where she was. Alma Chu was worried about him, for fear that
she might provoke a big man who could not be offended.

Seeing Alma Chu’s weak appearance, Wayne Lin couldn’t help but feel a pain. He held
Alma Chu’s face with both hands, and gently steadied it on Alma Chu’s slightly pale lips,
and said gently and domineeringly: “Alma, Don’t worry, the instructor of the second
place in Xuanyuan, your husband, I haven’t put my eyes on you. You are the most
precious baby in my life. I can’t even hurt you in time, but this beast dared to betray you,
how can I let it go he?”

When Alma Chu heard this, her heart was filled, her lips were bitten, her eyes
reddened, “Wayne…”

“Well, Alma, if you are scared, close your eyes. I don’t allow someone in this world to
bully you and get away with it!” Wayne Lin blocked Alma Chu’s mouth with extremely
affection and determination.

Then, his eyes, full of murderous intent, looked at President Jiang again.



President Jiang met his look at him, and his whole body trembled violently, like falling
into an ice cave!

“You can’t kill me! My brother-in-law is a super agent. He has a license to kill. If you kill
me, you will be dead!” Mr. Jiang screamed. Next, he hurriedly touched from his pocket.
Out of the pocket, to call his brother-in-law.

Wayne Lin didn’t stop him, and walked towards him step by step.

Soon, Mr. Jiang called up and screamed in horror, “Brother-in-law, save me! Someone
wants to kill me, somebody wants to kill me…”

On the other side of the phone, Zhong Tao was stunned for a second, then his whole
body stood up and said in a deep voice: “Who is going to kill you?!”

“Yes……”

Mr. Jiang just wanted to speak, but he just said one word, and he couldn’t say the next
words, because Wayne Lin had already done it in front of him, grabbed him by the neck,
and lifted him up with one hand. Then, he He squeezed slightly harder, and with a click,
his neck broke and he died on the spot.

It just so happened that this click reached Zhong Tao’s ear on the other side of the
phone.

Chapter 552
President Jiang is dead.

The struggling body suddenly lost strength and became a puppet without a soul. With
Wayne Lin let go, he fell to the ground.

The audience was silent.

Everyone opened their eyes wide, their faces full of horror and disbelief, looking at Mr.
Jiang, who was silent on the ground.

President Jiang really died, at the hands of Alma Chu’s husband!



This fact, like a storm, violently penetrated everyone’s minds, making them panic, panic,
and shocked.

As an ordinary person, they have lived in an ordinary and stable life from childhood to
adulthood. The most intense thing is nothing more than quarrels with others, and there
are few fights. How can they ever see murder?

Suddenly they were all peeing in fright. When Wayne Lin looked at Wayne Lin again,
they were no longer in awe, but in deep fear! It’s like watching a devil, a god of death,
the scariest existence in the world!

The one who interrupted the silence was the call that fell on Mr. Jiang, “Jiang Wei?
Jiang Wei? Jiang Wei?!”

No response from Mr. Jiang, he paused for three seconds. The next moment, a
monstrous roar broke out: “Ah ah ah ah! Who are you, who are you! Dare to kill my
brother-in-law, tell me ,who are you!”

Jiang Wei’s mobile phone turned on the speaker, and the sound was like a
thunderstorm, blasting through the scene. Even if it came through the phone, you could
feel Zhong Tao’s terrible anger and murderous intent.

After Alma Chu listened, her heart beat quickly, and she was worried for Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin held her hand and gave her a relieved look, then he walked over and
smashed Jiang Wei’s phone with one foot, and his voice was immediately cut off.

In another mysterious base, there was a roar like a beast, followed by various sounds of
smashing objects.

“No matter who you are, if you killed my brother-in-law, I will definitely want you to die!!”

Outside the door, a few people passed by, hearing this voice, they couldn’t help but
shook their spirits and said, “Oh my god, who has offended instructor Zhong?!”

“I have known instructor Zhong for so long, and I have never seen instructor Zhong so
angry.”

“No matter who it is, instructor Zhong must die.”



…………

Ten minutes later, Wayne Lin waited until Jeff Han arrived and asked Jeff Han to deal
with the scene before he took Alma Chu away.

Now Alma Chu’s body is not as scary as it was just now, and her face has recovered
some blood, not wanting to be so pale.

But Wayne Lin still did not relax, because Wayne Lin had already felt that the vitality in
Alma Chu’s body had lost a lot… No, it was not as simple as vitality, but the origin of life,
all was lost, as if there was a gap, constantly Lost.

If this continues, Alma Chu won’t live long.

When she got in the car, Alma Chu saw Wayne Lin’s face kept calm. She was very sad.
She forced a smile and said to Wayne Lin: “Wayne, what have you been doing with your
face, why? I blamed me just now. Wait till you come together?”

Wayne Lin looked at Alma Chu, saw the fighting spirit in Alma Chu’s eyes, and tried to
comfort him, making him feel particularly uncomfortable.

“When did you start this, why didn’t you tell me?” Wayne Lin took a deep breath and
said.

Alma Chu’s body trembled slightly, and some panic flashed in her eyes, and she
immediately laughed again.

He came out, looking very confused, and said: “Wayne, what are you talking about, I
don’t understand.”

I have to say that Alma Chu’s acting skills are still very good, and he did it very naturally.
If Wayne Lin hadn’t been keen enough to observe and kept staring at Alma Chu, he
would have been fooled by Alma Chu.

It is also because of Alma Chu’s superb acting skills that he hasn’t noticed Alma Chu’s
problem for so long!

He held Alma Chu’s hand tightly, “Alma, you shouldn’t hide from me, we are husband
and wife, have you forgotten it?”



When Alma Chu heard this, her heart trembled and her nose couldn’t help but sore. She
wanted to be as if nothing happened before, but she can’t do it now, because Wayne
Lin’s eyes are too deadly, she can’t hold it!

Besides, she herself was ashamed of Wayne Lin. She could imagine how sad Wayne
Lin would be once she left!

Now, she hoped that Wayne Lin did not fall in love with her, but always hated her, so
that she would not be sad and painful because of her departure.

She still wanted to look relaxed, but as soon as she opened her mouth, she couldn’t tell
immediately, and tears flowed out, apologizing to Wayne Lin: “Wayne, I’m sorry, I’m
sorry…”

Wayne Lin immediately panicked when he saw her crying, and at the same time, his
heart sank to the bottom. He was not stupid, and he couldn’t see it. Alma Chu’s reaction
was just acquiescence, Alma Chu was really sick, and It is still very serious, at least, to
the point where it cannot be cured by modern medicine!

Some things, needless to say, can be inferred by just a look and a movement.

Wayne Lin knew Alma Chu very well, she was a strong and capable woman in her
bones.

When Alma Chu found out that she had a physical problem, she must have gone to the
hospital for an examination immediately, and with her current identity and financial
resources, even without telling him, she could touch the most advanced medical
treatment in the world today.

However, Alma Chu still cried, desperate, indicating that the medical care in the world
today could not save her.

And Alma Chu finally chose to conceal it, not telling him, just to spend the last days
happily.

Thinking of this, Wayne Lin Tieshi couldn’t bear to cry.

“Silly girl, why are you crying? What is there to cry?” Wayne Lin smiled and helped Alma
Chu wipe the tears from the corners of her eyes. “You should tell me this earlier, your



husband is the most powerful person in the world. Much better than those doctors, I will
definitely be able to cure you.”

Wayne Lin forcibly hid all his sadness in his heart, and comforted Alma Chu with a
smile.

Alma Chu shook her head and cried and said, “It’s useless, I’m terminally ill. Even the
top medical team in the world has never seen my disease. I seem to be cursed by God,
and I am aging every day. Can’t live long…”

“Wayne, I’m sorry, I originally planned to spend the last period of time with you, leaving
silently… Why, why did God fool me like this, Wayne, you did so much for me, I really
don’t want to see You are painful and sad for me…” Alma Chu cried into tears.

Wayne Lin clenched his teeth, he was already speechless, and he was afraid that when
he spoke, he would shed tears!

He could only put Alma Chu in his arms, took a deep breath, and said, “Alma, you don’t
need to be sad or desperate. I promise, there will be a way to cure you! We still have so
many things that we haven’t done together. , There are still many, many places not to go
together, and most importantly, we don’t have our baby yet! So I won’t let you go, and
I’m not allowed to let you go. Even if I’m the king, I don’t want to go by my side. You
snatch it!!!”

Chapter 553
Wayne Lin said these words loudly, full of majesty and determination, and a strong
unwillingness, as if he was screaming at the gods, even the gods could not take Alma
Chu’s life from him!

Alma Chu felt his emotions, was stunned, raised her head, and stared at him blankly for
a few seconds, “Wayne…”

Wayne Lin once again showed a smile that was gentle enough to melt people away, and
said softly: “Alma, please believe me, I will definitely not let you disappear.”

Alma Chu bit her lip tightly. She saw Wayne Lin’s confidence and commitment. She was
moved to the extreme, nodded vigorously, and said, “Okay! I believe you!”



Wayne Lin smiled and said, “That’s good.”

Although he still saw sorrow and lack of self-confidence in Alma Chu’s eyes, he did not
shake his confidence.

In the next few days, Wayne Lin didn’t go anywhere, so he stayed to accompany Alma
Chu. The two of them were extremely affectionate, and they both tacitly stopped
mentioning this matter, as if they had really forgotten.

For the first two days of Alma Chu, she was still very sad and guilty, but after a few
days, she slowly relieved. Anyway, this is her destiny. She has no way to change, only
to accept the facts.

Speaking of it, her life is better than many people. There is a healthy and happy family,
and a man who loves her deeply. This man is still a big man, she has nothing to regret.

In the past few days, Wayne Lin did not specifically investigate how to treat her, nor did
he contact the medical team for her, nor did he frown in front of her. He still stayed with
her every day, happy, happy, and sweet.

She didn’t waste the last time of her life just because she knew this. She was very
happy, really happy.

However, what she didn’t know was that Wayne Lin hadn’t stopped investigating in the
past few days, nor had he stopped trying to find a way. He always started investigating
after Alma Chu was asleep.

He didn’t tell Alma Chu this, but made the appearance of enjoying it in front of Alma
Chu. He is now trying his best to please Alma Chu. This is his responsibility and
responsibility as a man.

Through the investigation, he probably understood that Alma Chu is an extremely rare
disease. It is not so much a disease as a physical defect. It seems to be cursed by God.
After a certain age, the body functions, The origin of life is beginning to drain, even if
you insist on exercising, taking medicine, or practicing martial arts, there is no cure.

In many ancient records, Wayne Lin found some clues and discovered that over the
past thousand years, such cases have occurred from time to time. In terms of
probability, one in a billion is not an exaggeration.



Unexpectedly, Alma Chu is also such a cursed physique!

It’s… thief God!

During this week, Wayne Lin did his best to investigate and find a way. His workload
was so heavy that even his abnormal physique could not help but feel a little tired!

Even in the middle of the night, he walked over the mountains to the nearest cities, met
with many famous doctors, and found nothing.

Finally, from an old Chinese doctor who was over a year old, he inquired about some
news that this disease cannot be cured by ordinary medical techniques. The only way is
to find a medicine that can supplement the patient’s life source and supplement the
physique. The gap can be cured!

Supplementing the origin of life… Wayne Lin heard this, and his mind suddenly
thundered, like a lightning strike, broad and cheerful.

Heaven and Earth Spirit Fruit!

That day, in the clown, the fruit of the heaven and earth spirits mentioned by the neon
clothes and the fruit of the spirit of Zhong Tiandi had a huge magical effect. After a
person eats it, it has huge benefits and can increase the source of life. An ordinary
person is enough to reach Innate Realm!

This kind of fruit only bears once in 112 years, and its preciousness is unimaginable.

Next, he immediately went to the clown. For insurance, he did not say that Alma Chu
had the problem, he just asked from a curious angle.

The clown also found a lot of information and confirmed that the Spirit Fruit of Heaven
and Earth will surely cure Alma Chu. Wayne Lin breathed a sigh of relief. As long as
there is a way, it will be fine!

The clown noticed Wayne Lin’s relief, he immediately frowned and asked, “Master, are
you planning to fight the spirit fruit of heaven and earth?”

When asked about this, the neon clothes who closed their eyes and calmed down, also
moved their ears slightly, focusing on this side.



Wayne Lin coughed, and said, “Good to know, what is my idea of   hitting Tiandi
Lingguo?”

The clown nodded vigorously and said: “Heaven and earth spirit fruit, but the treasure
between the heaven and the earth, there are too many big people who are staring at it.
It is not an inevitable need. There is no need to fight for it. If you are not careful, you will
easily catch your life. It’s not worth it.”

Wayne Lin nodded. He didn’t show any horse feet on the surface, but in his mind, he
had already worked and made up his mind. This time the world spirit fruit, he is bound to
win!

Only by taking away the heaven and earth spirit fruit, he can heal Alma Chu.

Nishang opened his eyes at this time, glanced at him faintly, and said meaningfully: “I
advise you not to attack the spirit fruit of heaven and earth. This is not something you
are qualified to get involved. The Holy King gave the order to die. Heaven and Earth
Spirit Fruit. In addition, there are many other forces participating, and your current
strength is not enough to compete.”

When Wayne Lin fell silent, he naturally knew that Nishang was not frightening him, he
could think of it with a little brainstorming, such a precious treasure, if the news is closed
and there are not many people who know it, that’s fine.

Now there are many people who know, and they have all made up their minds. He is a
master of the fourth stage of the Innate Realm, and he wants to grab and grab food.
The difficulty is still extremely great! There will even be life-threatening!

However, he had no other choice. This was the only chance to save Alma Chu, and he
could not give up anyway.

Time passed quickly, and in a blink of an eye, another week passed.

During this week, Wayne Lin carefully investigated the information of the Spirit Fruit of
Heaven and Earth, and discovered the environment where the Spirit Fruit of Heaven
and Earth grows, where it may appear, as well as matters needing attention when
picking, etc…



Of course, during this period of time, he did not give up cultivating, since he had to pick
heaven and earth spirit fruit, such a difficult task, comparable to climbing to the sky, he
would naturally not fight an unprepared battle!

Now he gradually understands, and slowly becomes confident.

On this day, Sun Liang called him and asked him to go back to the third place of
Xuanyuan to coach, because he hadn’t gone back for a while.

Wayne Lin originally wanted to refuse, but on the phone, he heard Sun Liang mention
Tiandi Lingguo, and he changed his mind…

Chapter 554
When he went to the third place of Xuanyuan, Sun Liang directly asked him to go to the
conference hall. There were already many high-level people present, discussing matters
seriously.

“Instructor Lin is here, welcome.”

Sun Liang saw Wayne Lin’s arrival, with a smile on his face, he waved to Wayne Lin and
motioned for him to come and sit down.

Wayne Lin also responded with a smile. He glanced briefly and found that in the
meeting hall, apart from the high-levels of Xuanyuan Three, such as Sun Liang and
Zhao Xia, there were some faces that he hadn’t seen before.

On the phone just now, Sun Liang probably mentioned the Spirit Fruit of Heaven and
Earth to him, which immediately aroused his interest. After setting up Alma Chu, he
rushed over as soon as possible to see what was going on.

Because of Wayne Lin’s arrival, everyone in the conference hall looked at him. Those
new faces were particularly interested in him, and the surprise in their eyes could not
hide. It seemed that he had never expected him to be so young.

Wayne Lin walked to the seat next to Sun Liang and sat down. Sun Liang pointed to a
middle-aged man on the main seat and said, “Instructor Lin, this is the chief of our
Xuanyuan 3rd place, Peng Zhuo.”



Wayne Lin was not surprised at the identity of the other party. In fact, when he first
came in, he had already guessed the identity of the other party. Speaking of which, this
was the first time he saw the chief director of Xuanyuan Three.

Just taking a look, Wayne Lin could already see that the opponent’s strength is
extraordinary, the fourth stage of the innate realm, the strength should be higher than
that of Zhao Xia.

Moreover, the other party’s temperament is very refined, not like the iron and blood of
Zhao Xia and Sun Liang, but more like a university professor, full of economics.

Peng Zhuo took the initiative to stand up and shake hands with Wayne Lin, and said
with a smile: “So this is the famous Professor Lin, who has long admired his name.”

Wayne Lin shook hands with him and said with a smile: “I have seen Chief Peng.”

The two of them shook hands very kindly, and released it with a light grip. Wayne Lin felt
it, and Peng Zhuo admired him very much.

“Instructor Lin has reached such a realm at a young age, and willing to join Xuanyuan
Three is our blessing!” Peng Zhuo did not hesitate to praise Wayne Lin.

Wayne Lin smiled slightly and said, “Director Peng is too acclaimed, and I was only
lucky, and with the opportunity, I barely managed to reach the fourth stage.”

Peng Zhuo then admired Wayne Lin again, and was very enthusiastic about Wayne Lin.
Then several other new faces greeted Wayne Lin and were very polite to Wayne Lin.
Obviously, they all knew Wayne Lin’s strength. The four-stage fierce man killed the Fool,
Satan and the red-haired witch in one move.

The three places in Xuanyuan are a place where strength is respected. Wayne Lin’s
extraordinary strength will naturally be respected.

What caught Wayne Lin’s attention was a tall man on the opposite side, Xiao
Cangmang, the instructor of the Dragon Blood Team. His skin was reddish, especially
the area above his neck, which seemed to be congested all the time.

In Wayne Lin’s perception, Xiao Cangmang’s strength was stronger than that of Zhao
Xia, almost the strongest in the third stage of the Innate Realm.



In this conference hall, there are the core strengths of the three places of Xuanyuan.
Among them, the strongest person is Peng Zhuo as the chief director, then Xiao
Cangmang, Zhao Xia, and then Sun Liang and Chang Hongda.

Of course, Wayne Lin didn’t count himself in. In comparison, his cultivation base was no
worse than Peng Zhuo.

After a simple greeting, he began to enter the subject. Peng Zhuo first said in a deep
voice: “It is less than half a month before the original fruit of the colorful origin is mature.
This time the meaning of the above is to pick the original fruit of the colorful! The origin
fruit is a peerless treasure that can not be found on the earth at present, and it has
unimaginable research value! If we can take the colorful origin fruit and hand it to the
national laboratory, once the mystery of it is researched out, it can be copied, then Our
national strength will take a huge leap.”

As deputy

Chang Hongda frowned slightly and said: “There are too many people who are eyeing
the Colorful Origin Fruit this time. It is not so easy for us to complete the task. Moreover,
there will definitely be a bloody storm at that time.”

Sun Liang also said with a sad face: “Yes, many foreign forces have also focused on the
Qicai Origin Fruit. They have entered China very early and are already prepared. If we
only rely on the three places of Xuanyuan, I am afraid that we will win. not very big.”

Several other high-level officials also expressed their concerns. The Colorful Origin Fruit
is too precious, and it is not an exaggeration to call it a peerless treasure. With their
current strength in the three Xuanyuan places, they want to use the Colorful Origin Fruit
among so many powerful forces. The root fruit is taken by force, and the chance of
winning is really small.

Peng Zhuo smiled slightly, and he said, “Don’t worry about this. The main responsibility
for grabbing the Colorful Origin Fruit this time is not at Xuanyuan 3, but at Xuanyuan 1
and Xuanyuan 2. We at Xuanyuan 3, as long as we help them. Will suffice.”

When the others heard it, they were immediately pleasantly surprised and said, “If
Xuanyuan One and Xuanyuan Two join in, then the odds of winning will be much
improved.”



“Yes.” Peng Zhuo nodded, his face was smiling, but it was a bit more bitter, and the
burden on his shoulders was lighter, but this also meant that their Xuanyuan three
places were not strong enough.

Others also realized this, and all showed bitterness and helplessness.

Zhao Xia said: “It seems that this organization attaches great importance to the Colorful
Origin Fruit. If anyone can grab the Colorful Origin Fruit, it will be a great achievement.”

Peng Zhuo said: “Yes, the colorful origin fruit is too important. We only bear fruit once in
112. If we miss this time, we will have to wait another 112 years. By then, we will have
all turned into a cup of loess.”

Wayne Lin listened to them but remained silent. Peng Zhuo noticed him and asked with
a smile, “Instructor Lin, do you have any ideas?”

Everyone’s eyes were on Wayne Lin, and they soon realized that Wayne Lin was a
master of the fourth stage of the Innate Realm. If Wayne Lin joins, then there is still a
chance.

However, once the Colorful Origin Fruit can be captured and dedicated to the country, it
will be a great contribution! At that time, all three places in Xuanyuan will benefit from it.

Wayne Lin smiled bitterly and said, “I don’t have any thoughts. Actually, I don’t know
what the colorful origin fruit you are talking about is.”

Peng Zhuo looked at Sun Liang, and Sun Liang immediately slapped his head, and
said, “Hey, my, I haven’t had time to introduce the colorful origin fruit to instructor Lin.
That’s it, this colorful origin fruit is…”

Next, Sun Liang talked about it and introduced the colorful origin fruit to Wayne Lin. The
introduction was fairly detailed, and there was no difference between what Wayne Lin
had learned.

After Wayne Lin listened, his eyes flickered, and he said in surprise, “There is such a
miraculous fruit in this world? After a person swallows it, can it really increase the
source of life?”



Peng Zhuo solemnly nodded his head and said solemnly: “Yes, the colorful origin fruit is
known as the spiritual fruit of heaven and earth, and its value is incalculable. Even an
ordinary person can break into the innate realm immediately after swallowing it.
Longevity has increased for decades, comparable to elixir!”

Wayne Lin made a shocking look and his acting skills were perfect. Everyone didn’t
realize that he had already understood the colorful origin fruit well beforehand, and he
had already developed the idea of   colorful origin fruit.

Then, after chatting for a while, Peng Zhuo said with a smile: “Everyone doesn’t need to
be so stressed. This time, as long as our mission at Xuanyuan No. 1 and Xuanyuan No.
2 is to assist Xuanyuan No. 1 and Xuanyuan No. 2, with their two strengths, it should
not be enough to complete the mission. difficult.”

At this moment, Xiao Cangmang, who had not spoken, spoke: “It’s not that simple. This
time I got news that the mysterious organization has also focused on the Colorful Origin
Fruit, and has sent out many innate realm powerhouses. must.”

Hearing this, the atmosphere at the scene suddenly became rigid, and everyone’s
expressions became serious.

Chapter 555
Wayne Lin was stunned for a moment. He felt that the atmosphere was not right.
Everyone present was very jealous of this mysterious organization. When he thought of
something, he snorted in his heart, and asked suspiciously on the surface: “I don’t know
the mysterious organization that instructor Xiao said. Yes?”

Xiao Cangmang looked at him, his eyes flashed with intense jealousy, took a deep
breath, and said in a deep voice, “BRAGRUN organization!”

really!

Wayne Lin’s heart suddenly opened up, he didn’t guess wrong, Xiao Cangmang said
that it was BRAGRUN organization, and, seeing Xiao Cangmang’s face, he was
extremely jealous of BRAGRUN organization.



Sun Liang’s eyes widened at the moment, “What, BRAGRUN organization also focused
on the Colorful Origin Fruit?!”

The others were equally shocked, and deep fear flashed in their eyes. Obviously, this
BRAGRUN organization was a great threat to them.

This reminded Wayne Lin involuntarily that when Wayne Lin had just contacted the
three places of Xuanyuan, he had mentioned the BRAGRUN organization in front of Tan
Qiuya, but at that time Tan Qiuya was shocked and didn’t know the BRAGRUN
organization.

At that time, he thought BRAGRUN organization was so mysterious that he didn’t even
understand the Chinese institutions like Xuanyuan Three.

Now it seems that this is not the case. The high-level officials of Xuanyuan 3 still knew
about it, and they were very afraid.

Zhao Xia also frowned deeply and said: “BRAGRUN organization, isn’t it less active in
the country? Moreover, BRAGRUN organization has restrictions on it and is not an
enemy of us.”

Several other high-level officials also expressed their thoughts one after another. Wayne
Lin stopped and got a deeper understanding of BRAGRUN organization.

Obviously, the headquarters of the BRAGRUN organization is in China, and its power is
extremely large, and its strength is extraordinary. Even China is afraid of it. Wayne Lin
doesn’t doubt this, because he has dealt with the people of BRAGRUN organization.
From Lu Dongbin at the beginning to Ye Xingchen and neon clothes behind, they are all
extremely powerful, and this is just BRAGRUN organization. It’s just a member of, not to
mention, the holy king above!

Peng Zhuo took a deep breath and said, “Instructor Xiao, are you sure that the news is
accurate? The Holy King of BRAGRUN organization, but there is an agreement with it. If
they also join in and grab the Colorful Origin Fruit, then they will unilaterally tear it up.
It’s agreed, and the above won’t let him go easily.”

Other people have the same view. The BRAGRUN organization is indeed very strong,
especially the Saint King, who is even more unfathomable. According to rumors, it has
reached the realm of King Kong’s indestructibility!



Therefore, even in the face of national power, the BRAGRUN organization is not
shocked, and King Kong is not bad, but the most peak power in this world, the
deterrence brought by it is no less than nuclear bombs, even more!

Xiao Cangmang said: “The Saint King of BRAGRUN organization did have three
chapters with him. Although this Saint King has cultivated to reach the sky, he is not
absolutely invincible when he has reached the legendary King Kong indestructible state.
Still very jealous.”

Zhao Xia immediately said, “Since this is the case, how dare BRAGRUN organize the
idea of   Colorful Origin Fruit?”

His words raised everyone’s questions.

Xiao Cangmang knocked on the table, and said, “In fact, within the BRAGRUN
organization, it is called the Spirit Fruit of Heaven and Earth. This is the essence of the
earth that condenses only once in 112 years. It gathers the aura of heaven and earth
and is comparable to the elixir, the Holy King. Naturally, he will not let it go easily. So
this time, he will not take the initiative to take the initiative, but will send him a master to
take the initiative.”

Zhao Xia asked: “I heard that there are three great masters of Innate Realm Dzogchen
under the Holy Throne. I don’t know who is sent this time?”

Everyone’s eyes were on Xiao Cangmang, including Lin

Wayne, the difference is that Wayne Lin already knew who the Saint King sent.

Xiao Cangmang’s breathing was a lot short, his eyes started to float a bit, as if thinking
of some horrible existence, he took a deep breath and said, “I heard that this time the
Saint King sent a sword like frost. And the three super masters of the fourth stage of the
Innate Realm, they are bound to win this colorful origin fruit!”

“What? Jian Rushuang? Hiss…” Zhao Xia took a deep breath after listening. He reacted
so badly that he even stood up and stared at Xiao Cangmang and said, “Old Xiao, are
you sure? No mistake? Jian Rushuang! That is the dead Dzogchen expert!”

There are actually four masters under the Holy Throne, among which the strongest
sword Rushuang, died five years ago.



The others were also shocked, their faces full of incredible. Wayne Lin also frowned
when he saw their reaction. He knew that the strongest person sent by BRAGRUN
organization this time was Jian Rushuang, but he didn’t know much about this Jian
Rushuang.

It seems that this sword Rushuang is an extremely terrifying existence!

Xiao Cangmang nodded heavily, and said, “Yes, it is Jian Rushuang. He did not die five
years ago. Jin Chan survived without his shell. Now his strength is stronger than five
years ago. So our situation is not optimistic this time. Even if Xuanyuan One and
Xuanyuan Two join in, the chance of winning is not great, not to mention that there are
many foreign forces.”

After hearing this, the meeting hall fell into absolute silence, and everyone’s
expressions were heavy, including Wayne Lin.

He had made up his mind beforehand that he must take the Spirit Fruit of Heaven and
Earth by force, because this was the only way to save Alma Chu, and he was ready to
be an enemy of the world. But now it seems that the resistance is too great!

Not only the numerous masters from Xuanyuan Three, but also Xuanyuan One,
Xuanyuan Two, and many foreign forces, the most troublesome is the BRAGRUN
Organization!

He closed his eyes and he could imagine the cruelty at that time.

There was silence in the conference hall for a long time, and finally Peng Zhuo broke
the silence, knocked on the table vigorously, and said, “All cheer up, what about Jian
Rushuang? Xuanyuan 1 and Xuanyuan 2 are also innate. Consummated master, there
is no chance this time.”

Others were excited a lot, but when Wayne Lin listened, his heart sank deeper.

However, even if the road ahead is difficult and difficult, he has no thoughts of backing
down. This is the only way to save Alma Chu, let alone being an enemy of many
powerful men, even if it is a sea of   swords and a sea of   hell, he has to go Crash!

Even if he died on the spot, he would not hesitate.



Next, they began to discuss the specific plan. The meeting lasted for nearly eight hours
before the discussion was over and the meeting ended.

A professional scientist has calculated that there are still 15 days and 13 hours for the
colorful origin fruit to mature. Now many forces are ready to wait for the moment when
the colorful origin fruit matures.

It is a pity that the colorful origin fruit will not be revealed until it is fully mature. No
matter how powerful a scientist is, he can only roughly calculate where the colorful
origin fruit may appear, within a range of 20 kilometers.

This adds a lot of uncertainty.

It is also because of this that Wayne Lin has a little more confidence, otherwise if
everyone knows the position of the source fruit of Colorful Color, everyone is waiting
there. With his current strength, there is really no hope of contention.

Next, in this half a month, he must retreat wholeheartedly and improve his strength to
the peak state!

Chapter 556
After the meeting, Wayne Lin returned to the fourth group with a whole heart.

Now that he is completely famous in Wayne Lin, everyone knows that the instructors of
the fourth group are super strong, and even the instructors of the Fangs group are not
their opponents.

So when he walked on the road, no one dared to despise him anymore. Everyone who
saw him had to call instructor Lin obediently. In addition, the status of the fourth group in
the third place of Xuanyuan has also improved a lot.

After returning to the fourth group, Wayne Lin temporarily kept his thoughts in his heart
and began to train the soldiers of the fourth group.

The fourth group, since being coached by him, has improved a lot. The strength of the
entire group is no longer the tail of the crane, even surpassing the third group. This
makes them more able to raise their heads in Xuanyuan three places, and at the same



time Wayne Lin also admires and appreciates even more. Without Wayne Lin, they
would never have today.

After coaching for three consecutive days, Wayne Lin left Xuanyuan three places on the
fourth day. He returned to Huarvell and was about to start his final retreat.

Before the retreat, he played with Alma Chu for a whole day. Even if he had given Alma
Chu tonic and blocked Alma Chu’s acupoints with acupuncture, Alma Chu’s vitality was
still slowly being lost. Now, Alma Chu’s vitality is less than one-third of the normal state.
It’s like a balloon with a hole. No matter how you fill it up, it will continue to lose heart. If
it continues like this, Alma Chu will vent her vitality within a month, and it will be the time
for her to fall.

So Wayne Lin can only succeed this time without fail!

Retreat.

This time he shut himself in a sealed space, without water, light, food, and even air is
limited.

The oxygen in this space is only enough for an ordinary person to breathe for three
days, and after three days, if you don’t leave the secret room, you will suffocate and die.

Wayne Lin can’t stand it anymore.

Some scientists have done experiments and shut a normal ordinary person in a
completely enclosed space. There is only light and mistakes. There is no concept of
time. Most people can only stay for two or three days, but few can stay for five days.
Little, almost no one stayed for an hour!

Because people have thoughts, in such an extremely closed space, the challenge to
people’s psychological quality is enormous. Generally, people who are not strong-willed
to the state of terror can not stay for so long.

And Wayne Lin’s goal is to stay for eleven days!

This was a great test even for him, even more massive than when he was on the edge
of the cliff.



Because the burden on his shoulders is too heavy this time, if you fail to succeed, you
will become benevolent!

It’s just that, it is even more difficult for him to enter a state of emptiness, not to mention
that his oxygen in the space is limited.

As soon as he walked in, he felt that he had entered another dimension, completely
dark, with no light and no sound, and it was so quiet that it was frightening!

It seems that the whole world is left alone.

The sound of breathing and heartbeat, which were originally very subtle, was also
infinitely amplified in this case.

“Huha…huha…”

“Boom…boom…”

At the beginning, Wayne Lin’s rock-solid state of mind had some fluctuations!

Before, he had entered a similar closed space retreat, but,

Last time, I burned a piece of incense, which emitted a faint light. With his eyesight, it
was enough to see the room clearly.

And there is enough oxygen in the room.

But this time, he shut himself in an absolutely enclosed space, not only without food and
light, but also without sound and oxygen.

In the first place, he said to Damon Wang that as long as it wasn’t something as big as
the sky fell, don’t bother him until the eleventh day when he came to release him.

He completely sealed his own way!

This is the first time he has given his life to someone else, because this space is made
of steel, and the thickness of the eight sides is more than one meter, even he can’t
break it from the inside.



And the most terrifying thing is that the oxygen in the space is limited. The more
vigorous he moves, the greater the oxygen consumption. When the oxygen is
completely consumed, he will be a dead end.

What he can do is to calm himself down as soon as possible and enter an empty state,
so that his physical consumption will be reduced a lot, enough to support him for eleven
days.

However, this is also based on the fact that Damon Wang will come to him on time to
unlock him and let him out. Otherwise, his life will be accounted for here, but if Damon
Wang has the slightest idea of   betraying him, he is dead.

The most terrifying thing is that his life is still connected with Damon Wang. If Damon
Wang had an accident and died, he would also die inside!

If you don’t break it, you can’t stand it!

Therefore, when Damon Wang heard Wayne Lin’s arrangement, he was so scared that
he couldn’t speak. With his thoughts, he couldn’t imagine why Wayne Lin would do this.

Wayne Lin has no way. Only through this method can he really get the effect of not
breaking and standing. Otherwise, as long as one link is relaxed and he has his own
way of cracking, then his mentality is relaxed, and he will not be able to play his own.
Potential!

I have to say that this kind of retreat is still too life-consuming, even with Wayne Lin’s
psychological quality, it is a bit unbearable, the pressure is too great, and it is much
greater than the experience on the edge of the cliff!

Because he is racing against time and fighting against himself!

The more nervous he is and the more oxygen he consumes, the more disadvantaged
he will be. Similarly, he is also worried about Damon Wang. If Damon Wang really has
the idea of   betraying him, or that Damon Wang accidentally talked about this one day,
and was ill-intentioned. People found out, killed Damon Wang, or Damon Wang
accidentally had an accident, he was also a dead word!

After a lot of combination, he was really nervous, even panic.



Since he stepped into the congenital realm, this kind of emotion has not appeared!

And the most terrifying thing is that the more he tried to calm down, the harder it was to
calm down. It was already a vicious circle. After an hour, he still didn’t calm down. Even
so nervous, he started to sweat more on his forehead!

For him, this is hard to imagine, you know, he is now a master of the fourth stage of the
Innate Realm.

“Calm down, be calm…”

Wayne Lin didn’t know how many times he had said to him in his heart, but he still had
trouble calming down.

The worst thing is that he even started to feel regretful now, why did he want to die like
this? If he really died, then Alma Chu would definitely die too!

Chapter 557
Man’s greatest enemy is often himself.

Wayne Lin didn’t quite agree with this sentence before, but now, he can fully understand
the meaning of this sentence.

Man’s greatest enemy is indeed himself, or his own character flaws, his own laziness,
greed, jealousy, or his demons.

For Wayne Lin, he was fighting his own demons. The more he wanted to enter
concentration, there was a power in his mind that kept preventing him from entering
concentration.

Even this power has its own consciousness and can have a dialogue with him!

This is his demons.

“You are too arrogant. You dare to enter the enclosed space and put your own safety on
Damon Wang.”



“You are very nervous, the oxygen in the space is getting less and less, it is impossible
for you to last for eleven days.”

“You are dead, and Alma Chu will be burdened by your arrogance. You will never be
able to save Alma Chu.”

“you……”

This voice became louder and louder in Wayne Lin’s mind, and in the end it seemed to
be a thunderous sound that came out in his ears.

He also became more panicked, because this was beyond his plan and beyond his
expectations. He had never thought that in this retreat, a demon would appear!

Yes, he is too arrogant, thinking that he is an infinite genius who can break through any
difficulties. In fact, he is just an ordinary person with better luck.

He realized that in the past year or so, he has made too fast progress, which can be
called amazing speed. In just over a year, he has completed the journey that other
innate realm masters can’t walk for ten years.

Because he walked too fast, his foundation was unstable, and a heart demon was born.
Before his will was firm, the heart demon never came out, but now, when he was panic,
the heart demon came out immediately. And it had a huge impact on him!

It is conceivable that if he can’t defeat the inner demon, then he will die here. He will
definitely not last for eleven days, or even three days!

At this moment, because of Wayne Lin’s tension and the completely enclosed space, it
began to become hot and dry, his body also sweated a lot, and his physical energy was
consumed even more.

What to do, what to do?

Wayne Lin opened his eyes, and his breathing became rapid.

And in his mind, the inner demon’s voice became louder and more proud, “You panic,
you have lost, Wayne Lin, you think you are very powerful, but in fact you are just a
coward.”



Then, in his mind, even the voices of Brian Gu, Wu Meizi, and Ye Xingchen were all
cursing him viciously and mocking him sneer.

At this moment, Wayne Lin panicked even more, and even felt fear.

And his physical stamina is also consumed very much…

He actually consumed a third of the oxygen in the space in just two hours, and he
immediately consumed one day’s amount!

Just as his consciousness was gradually invaded, a bright light appeared in the depths
of his mind, which made him feel aroused and calmed him down.

He saw a figure in that bright light.

It’s Alma Chu.

This is what Alma Chu looked like when she married him that day in her wedding dress.

He was stunned, and then, the corners of his mouth slowly rose, and he let out a
sincere smile.

In his ears, the voice in his mind was still very loud, but deep in his heart, there was
already a hint of clarity, just as there was a hint of light in the darkness, and this light
represented himself.

Relying on this trace of clarity, he allowed himself to sit still, and then slowly adjusted his
breathing, no longer paying attention to the noise of the demons, he began to enter
concentration.

“It’s impossible, Wayne Lin, how can you restore your Qingming!”

“Wayne Lin, you are just an orphan, a rubbish that the Lin family doesn’t want, the
door-to-door son-in-law of the Chu family, what qualifications do you have to be a
master!”

“Wayne Lin, you can’t succeed, you are destined to die here…”

“Wayne Lin…”



Wayne Lin turned a deaf ear to the voice of the inner demon. In his consciousness, he
received a faint light, which became stronger and stronger. In the end, he drove out the
darkness and brightened the entire depths of his consciousness.

At the same time, there was no sound in his ear.

The demons disappeared and were overcome by him.

At the moment when the inner demon completely disappeared, Wayne Lin felt the
unprecedented invigoration and ease, and the whole person came back to life!

Especially in terms of spirit, it seems to be liberated, like a wild horse, which has
improved a lot at once.

Before, his progress was too fast, which led to the appearance of a demon. Now that
the demon is eradicated, his whole person is different.

It is conceivable that if he hadn’t let his will weaken through this retreat, the heart
demon would take advantage of the vacancy, and would not eliminate the heart demon,
but wait until his innate realm completes the perfection and the King Kong is not bad. At
the time of the breakthrough, then the inner demon ran out to make trouble again, so he
must be a dead end!

Now, he suddenly felt a lot more enlightened, and he saw the future path more clearly!

He has completely touched the threshold of the Dzogchen Realm of Innate Realm,
instead of stunned like before, as long as he is given more time, he will definitely be
able to break through to the Dzogchen Realm.

Even the indestructible state of King Kong is no longer a luxury.

There was a faint smile on his face, and then his consciousness gradually dissipated. If
it were described concretely, it would be his consciousness. Originally there were as
many artificial lakes as an artificial lake, but now, the lake is slowly becoming smaller. In
the end, it becomes a jar of water, then a bucket of water, and finally reduced to a small
glass of water.



After he was completely in concentration, his body slowly stiffened and remained
motionless. In the end, his breathing rate dropped a lot, and he took a breath for almost
ten seconds.

Even the heartbeat slows down slowly, beating for more than ten seconds. If someone
is here, you can find that his body temperature has gradually dropped. In the end, he
has sat down and seems to have become a Corpse!

Wayne Lin had successfully entered concentration, and entered concentration on the
basis of complete isolation and surrendering life and death to others.

This is extremely difficult, even impossible!

If it spreads out, it will definitely shock countless people!

Because, in fact, a lot of people have tried this method without breaking or standing, but
they have failed without exception.

Some of them are not determined enough, leaving a way for themselves, such as
consuming clean oxygen, and escaping the space autonomously; some are determined
enough, but they have not fought their own demons, and they are dead in the space.

If it doesn’t break or stand, it doesn’t break or stand. How can it be done so easily?

Like Wayne Lin, there is no one who has enough determination and can defeat his own
demons!

After he successfully enters Dhamma, the benefits brought are enormous.

After three days, Wayne Lin condensed his consciousness to a point, a small drop of
water, and his body, completely sitting, only took a breath in an hour, and the heartbeat
was the same, completely in the state of a living dead.

At the same time, after he retreats to the ground for seven days, a group of people
came from three places in Xuanyuan, coming fiercely.

The first one was Jiang Wei’s brother-in-law, Zhong Tao, the instructor at Xuanyuan
No.2.



Behind him, followed by more than a dozen people, half of them are innate realm
masters!

Peng Zhuo came out to greet Zhong Tao in person, and said with a smile: “Instructor
Zhong is here, welcome.”

Behind Peng Zhuo, Sun Liang, Chang Hongda and other high-level officials were also
there. They had a bad feeling when they saw Zhong Tao’s calm face.

When Zhong Tao faced Peng Zhuo’s enthusiasm, he didn’t give face, but directly took
out a mobile phone, found a video, and played it in front of Peng Zhuo.

This is a surveillance video with a person facing away from it, no one, but Wayne Lin!

And what was shown in the video was the scene of Wayne Lin killing Jiang Wei in that
villa.

When Peng Zhuo saw this video, he immediately snorted in his heart.

I heard Zhong Tao say immediately: “Director Peng, this person in the video is your
instructor from Xuanyuan 3rd place, right?”

Chapter 558
Zhong Tao’s face was expressionless, but his pupils were full of flames. No one could
see that he was here to seek revenge, and his hatred value was not low.

Sun Liang, Chang Hongda and others in the back felt Zhong Tao’s hatred and
murderous intent, and their hearts jumped fiercely and became nervous.

Zhong Tao was the great instructor of Xuanyuan No.2, his cultivation level was
unfathomable, and he had reached the fourth stage of the Innate Realm. Even Peng
Zhuo was not 100% sure of Zhong Tao, the God of War.

Not to mention, behind Zhong Tao, there are several innate masters.



None of them are stupid. From the surveillance video that Zhong Tao took out, we can
see that Wayne Lin must have killed Zhong Tao, so Zhong Tao came here to seek
revenge!

Although Wayne Lin is also a strong man in the fourth stage of the Innate Realm, he
offended Zhong Tao, and his life will definitely not be better in the future. Moreover,
Zhong Tao’s reputation is too great, with many apprentices and great influence, they
don’t think, Wayne Lin beat Zhong Tao.

Peng Zhuo didn’t answer immediately, but smiled and asked: “Instructor Zhong, I don’t
know who you are talking about?”

Zhong Tao snorted heavily and said, “Director Peng, everyone is smart, so you don’t
use this set. I’m talking about the murderer in the video! He is your new instructor at
Xuanyuan 3rd place, right? It’s so majestic, it’s a big kill among ordinary people!”

Peng Zhuo’s face remained unchanged, he was still smiling, but there was no smile in
his eyes. He said with a smile but a smile: “Instructor Zhong, you can eat rice, but you
can’t talk nonsense, you murder in this video. Those who should only have their backs,
is there any proof that they are the instructors at the third place of Xuanyuan!”

Sun Liang also stepped up and said, “Instructor Zhong, the colorful origin fruit will soon
be mature. You are now coming to our Xuanyuan 3rd place to raise a teacher and ask
the crime, isn’t it appropriate?”

Zhong Tao looked at them, suddenly laughed, changed the subject, and said: “I heard
that you have a new instructor in the three places of Xuanyuan. He is very young. He is
less than 30 years old. In the fourth stage of the realm, it can be described as a genius
of the sky. He also killed the Fool, Satan, and the three assassins of the red-haired
witch, successfully protected Man Lisa’s comprehensiveness, and brought a 300 billion
investment to China. But great credit! I don’t know where this new instructor is, I want to
see him.”

Hearing this, everyone is smart, no one can think of it. Feeling Zhong Tao has already
recognized the person in the video is Wayne Lin.

When such a thing happened, it really exceeded their expectations. Wayne Lin actually
provokes the demon Zhong Tao, which is not a small trouble!



Peng Zhuo said with a smile: “That’s really embarrassing, instructor Lin happened to be
not at the third place of Xuanyuan.”

Zhong Tao’s brows curled into a ball, and he sneered, “Really? It happened that I
haven’t visited the third place in Xuanyuan for a long time. Taking advantage of this
opportunity today, I will go in and pay a visit!”

He deliberately pronounced the word visit more heavily, and when he finished speaking,
he strode directly inside.

The dozen masters behind him also walked in mightily, very domineering.

For a long time, Xuanyuan No. 3 and Xuanyuan No. 2 have been in a competitive
relationship, and there are even some enmities, not unnecessary tasks, and there is no
intersection between Xuanyuan No. 3 and Xuanyuan No. 2.

Now Zhong Tao is taking a dozen masters and is about to enter the three places in
Xuanyuan. Peng Zhuo and the others stopped Zhong Tao if they wanted to, “Instructor
Zhong stopped. I’m in three places in Xuanyuan. It is not convenient to receive you
now.”

Zhong Tao immediately sneered and said, “Is that right?

? Then I want to go in? “

Peng Zhuo’s face also began to cool down, and he said, “Zhong Tao, I advise you to not
do this. We do not welcome you in Xuanyuan.”

Zhong Tao laughed loudly, “Hahaha, so you are admitting that the murderer who killed
my brother-in-law is the person from the third place of Xuanyuan?!”

Peng Zhuo stepped forward and said: “I don’t know what you are talking about, Zhong
Tao, you have no evidence, it is best not to talk nonsense! I am in three places in
Xuanyuan, but you can’t just slander you!”

Zhong Tao stared at Peng Zhuo with cold eyes, and said: “Peng Zhuo, you said that,
you are determined to fight me?!”



Now, Zhong Tao’s body exudes a monstrous aura, overwhelming, as if condensing the
surrounding air.

His aura is so great that everyone present feels pressure, as if he has pressed a
mountain out of thin air, and even experts like Sun Liang and Chang Hongda are
breathing faster.

Only Peng Zhuo can be indifferent, because he is also a master of the fourth stage of
Innate Realm.

He snorted coldly, the same monstrous aura emanating from him, like a tide, colliding
with Zhong Tao’s aura.

Facing each other.

Peng Zhuo said: “Zhong Tao, now you ran to the third place of Xuanyuan to run wild. I
admit that the third place of Xuanyuan is not as strong as your second place. But, the
third place of Xuanyuan is not as strong as you want to come. Where to go!”

As Peng Zhuo’s words fell, Sun Liang, Chang Hongda and others took a step forward
with a solemn face, staring at Zhong Tao coldly, indicating their position.

Zhong Tao felt the determination of Xuanyuan Third Place, and he couldn’t help
frowning. This time he came aggressively. He originally thought that Xuanyuan Third
Place’s character would definitely not dare to offend him head-on. He never thought of
killing Wayne Lin directly, but It is inevitable to have a lesson first. When this task is
over, he has a chance to avenge Wayne Lin!

But unexpectedly, Peng Zhuo and others had such a tough attitude!

“Peng Zhuo, you can save him for a while, but you can’t save him! This Xinlin guy killed
my brother-in-law. I can’t let him go. You offend me for him, is it worth it?!” Zhong Tao
sighed. To say.

These words made Peng Zhuo hesitate a bit, but soon, he laughed and said very hard:
“As long as he stays at my Xuanyuan three places for a day, I will protect him to the
end!”



“You!” Zhong Tao was completely angry, thinking that Peng Zhuo was too arrogant and
didn’t give him any face. Anyway, he was also the high instructor of Xuanyuan No.2, the
extremely strong in the fourth stage of the Innate Realm.

“Good, good!” He was very angry, and clapped his hands. He took a deep look at Peng
Zhuo and said: “Peng Zhuo, you have a kind, I want to see how long you can protect
him! “

After speaking, he turned and left in a big stride.

The dozen or so masters who came with him also left in a hurry, and soon disappeared
from the sight of Peng Zhuo and others.

Seeing them leaving, Peng Zhuo’s face sank, and he sighed for a long time, and said to
Sun Liang, “Contact instructor Lin.”

Sun Liang nodded and called immediately. However, he made several consecutive
calls, and all of them showed shutdown, “Cannot be reached, shutdown.”

Peng Zhuo frowned, “Go to the fourth group and let the people in the fourth group
contact him. In any case, you must contact him.”

Chapter 559
Not long after Sun Liang came back from the fourth group, his face was not good.

Peng Zhuo immediately had a bad feeling, and quickly asked, “How is it, did you contact
Instructor Lin?”

Sun Liang sighed and said, “There is no contact.”

“What?” Peng Zhuo said with a frown: “As the instructor of Xuanyuan Third Place, he is
still at this critical juncture. The Colorful Origin Fruit is about to mature. He is missing at
this time, what style is he?!”

When he said this, he took a bit of anger, and entered the three places of Xuanyuan. He
was already a member of the country. He was no longer an ordinary person who was
hanging out in society. The phone must be kept on.



Sun Liang said, “Actually, instructor Lin’s cell phone was turned off a week ago.”

Peng Zhuo’s brows wrinkled deeper, “This colorful origin fruit will soon mature. This is a
top priority. Wayne Lin is missing at this time. Is it because he wants to resist his
orders?”

The word “resistance” is too heavy for an organization like Xuanyuan’s three places. It
must go to court every minute!

As for Wayne Lin, the person he hired, Sun Liang quickly explained: “Based on what I
know about Instructor Lin, I definitely won’t be rebellious! I guess he might be in retreat,
right?”

“Retreat?” When Peng Zhuo heard this, his face looked a lot better. Obviously, he also
believed this statement.

After a pause, Peng Zhuo said: “Continue to try to contact Wayne Lin, and tell him about
Zhong Tao’s revenge, so that he will be on guard. Zhong Tao is a person who has a
cultivation level of Tongtian, and his personality will be better. This time instructor Lin
was killed. Zhong Tao’s brother-in-law, Zhong Tao will definitely not let it go.”

Sun Liang nodded, sadness appeared on his face too, there was no way, Zhong Tao
was too strong, and there were too many disciples taught by his staff, Wayne Lin
couldn’t match Zhong Tao.

He sighed heavily, and said: “This Wayne Lin, why did he beat Zhong Tao’s
brother-in-law to death? This hatred is not easy to resolve!”

Peng Zhuo also flashed some sorrow, and finally, Xuanyuan three places such a genius,
hopefully brought Xuanyuan three places to rebuild their glory, and it didn’t take long for
him to provoke Zhong Tao.

In his opinion, Wayne Lin is still too reckless. Even if he has already cultivated to the
fourth stage of the Innate Realm, he is still a young man in essence, impulsive and
aggressive, and does not consider the consequences.

On Zhong Tao’s side, after coming out of the third place of Xuanyuan, he kept his face
calm, his expression very ugly!



Next to him, a master of the second stage of the Innate Realm said: “Instructor, did you
just let this new forest go?”

Zhong Tao stopped, and suddenly punched, breaking a banyan tree with a diameter of
more than half a meter beside him. He hummed heavily, “Let him go? A big joke! He
killed Jiang. Wei, must pay for his life.”

The expert said: “Peng Zhuo had a clear attitude just now. He was determined to protect
this surname Lin. If he keeps staying in the third place of Xuanyuan, I am afraid it will be
difficult to make a move.”

Zhong Tao’s big bronze bell eyes turned a few times, and he said coldly, “He can’t
shrink the turtle. There is still a week before the colorful root fruit is about to mature. By
that time, Lin must also participate. I have some Method to fix him!”

Thinking of this, Zhong Tao felt more and more feasible, and a cruel smile appeared on
his face, “Hmph, Peng Zhuo, do you think you can keep this Lin surnamed by your
ability?” I’m going to beat this surnamed Lin to death in front of you to avenge my
brother-in-law!”

He felt pain when he mentioned his brother-in-law.

Although Jiang Wei is his brother-in-law, but after years of getting along with each other,
the relationship is particularly good, almost like his brother. Now Jiang Wei

After being beaten to death, his wife shed tears all day long, where would he let Wayne
Lin go? Even if Wayne Lin is the new instructor at Xuanyuan No. 3, he will kill Wayne
Lin, no discussion!

Although Xuanyuan No. 3 and Xuanyuan No. 2 are equal in name, in fact, the strength
of Xuanyuan No. 3 is too bad, and Xuanyuan No. 2 is not of the same order of
magnitude, so Zhong Tao doesn’t need to give Peng at all. Excellent face.

As time goes by, a week has passed.

In this week, Wayne Lin never showed up. Like the world has evaporated, the phone
has been turned off and cannot be reached at all.



Calculating the time, there is only one day left before the Qicai origin fruit is mature,
Xuanyuan three places are very anxious.

In addition to the three places at Xuanyuan, there was also Damon Wang who was
anxious.

In fact, he has been very uneasy for the past half month. The task Wayne Lin gave him
is too important. He put aside most of the work on hand, just for fear of delaying Wayne
Lin’s explanation.

Later, he discovered that Wayne Lin was in retreat inside and didn’t take anything with
him. He had a torment every day. Several times, he almost couldn’t help it. He wanted
to open the door for Wayne Lin in advance!

In his cognition, a normal person can’t handle it if he doesn’t eat or drink water for two
days, let alone eleven days without eating or drinking water!

Moreover, it was an absolutely closed space, which meant that the air inside was
limited, and Wayne Lin had been in for so long, Damon Wang was really afraid that
Wayne Lin would die in it.

He wanted to open the door in advance to see how Wayne Lin was doing inside, is he
still alive?

If Wayne Lin is really dead, then he will be finished, because to this day, all his status
and power are derived from Wayne Lin. If Wayne Lin is dead, then he will not only suffer
a sudden decline, but will also be affected a lot. The enemy is killed.

Because of the expansion during this period of time, he has not offended people less,
but because he has Wayne Lin’s strong backing support, those enemies dare not
trouble him.

It is no exaggeration to say that his destiny is already tied to Wayne Lin!

“Pharaoh? What’s the matter with you, your face is so pale and your body is sweaty,
have you been prostration?”



Jeff Han walked over and saw Damon Wang’s pale and uneasy look. He smiled and
patted Damon Wang on the shoulder, jokingly said, but unexpectedly, his row of shots
directly caused Damon Wang to fall down. It was on the ground, and it shocked him.

“Pharaoh? Are you okay?!” Jeff Han immediately helped Damon Wang up.

Damon Wang was nervous. He has been looking at the clock on the wall, pinching the
time, and opening the door to Wayne Lin on time. He was so shocked by Jeff Han that
he almost lost his soul. He trembled and saw Jeff Han clearly. Scolded: “Old Han, you
have to scare me to death!”

When Jeff Han saw him like this, he immediately realized something was wrong, and
asked in a deep voice, “What happened?”

Damon Wang swallowed, and said, “Randal…”

Jeff Han screamed, “What, something happened to Randal Lin?!”

“No, no! Who told you that Randal had an accident?! It’s like this…” Damon Wang
looked at the time that Li and Wayne Lin had agreed, and there was only less than an
hour left, and he told Jeff Han the incident.

After Jeff Han listened, his face was shocked. He suddenly said: “Damn! Eleven days!
Randal Lin is crazy and you are crazy with it! Quickly open the door to Randal Lin. If
something happens to Randal Lin, we two All of them will be over!!!”

Damon Wang shivered, ran over and opened the door to Wayne Lin…

Chapter 560
After walking for more than ten minutes, he arrived in a dark basement. Jeff Han looked
at a cube-shaped object in front of him, made of steel, the size of a house!

Jeff Han opened his eyes wide and said to Damon Wang, “Randal, is he in there?”

Damon Wang nodded and said, “Yes, he has been in for eleven days.”



A little old man like Jeff Han couldn’t help being blunt, “You mean, there is no food, no
water, and no gaps in it. In a completely enclosed space, Randal Lin stayed for eleven
days?”

Damon Wang bit his head and nodded. He also felt the seriousness of the matter now.
When Wayne Lin confessed the matter to him that day, his expression was very relaxed,
as if he was just doing a small thing, plus Damon Wang There is an almost blind trust in
Wayne Lin, so he didn’t think too much, and did what Wayne Lin said.

But now, after being reminded by Jeff Han, he realized that he was so wrong! No matter
how great Wayne Lin is, he is still a human being. As long as he is a human, he will eat
and drink Lazard. The most important thing is that everyone must breathe oxygen at all
times. In this enclosed space, oxygen is limited, absolutely Can’t hold Wayne Lin
breathing for eleven days!

Jeff Han cursed: “Pharaoh! You are confused! No matter how good Randal Lin is, he is
still a human being. How could he not eat or drink or breathe for eleven days? You really
regard Randal Lin as a god!”

Damon Wang’s mouth trembled twice, and he said bitterly and in a panic: “It’s none of
my business, Randal Lin asked me to do this…”

Suddenly, Jeff Han thought of something. He widened his eyes and said, “Don’t be
afraid! Randal Lin’s martial arts is world-famous. Even if it is a steel forging room, he
can’t be shut down. Maybe Randal Lin has already come out now.”

Damon Wang said with a wry smile: “I’m afraid I can’t. This room was designed and built
by Randal Lin himself. The thickness is more than one meter. Even if the machine gun
cannot be shot through, it is impossible for Randal Lin to come out of it no matter how
powerful it is.”

Hearing this, the corners of Jeff Han’s mouth twitched fiercely. He glared at Damon
Wang fiercely and cursed: “Pharaoh, I really want to slap you in the face. Why don’t you
just slap you on such a big thing? Tell me! Have you ever thought that Randal really had
an accident, what will happen to the two of us?”

Thinking of that picture, Damon Wang’s face became paler, and his body began to
tremble.



Jeff Han’s face was very ugly. He said in a deep voice, “Let’s stop talking nonsense.
Open the door quickly. Maybe Randal Lin survived inside!”

This is what he said, but there is no confidence in his face and he is not optimistic. In his
opinion, Wayne Lin was dead in nine out of ten.

Soon, Damon Wang trembled and opened the iron door. Because the iron door was
very heavy, it was impossible to open it with the strength of Damon Wang and Jeff Han,
and he had to cooperate with the machine next to it to open the door.

“The door, opened…”

Damon Wang said a word with great difficulty and swallowed hard.

Jeff Han also nodded, and then their gazes looked inside, it was very dark, and vaguely
saw a figure sitting inside, motionless, it was Wayne Lin.

Jeff Han sniffed, and he didn’t smell any odor. He was a little relieved. If Wayne Lin died
inside, then the body must have started to smell bad.

He didn’t dare to rush in immediately, but whispered inside, “Randal, are you okay?”

Nothing happened.

Damon Wang also started to say

Said: “Randal Lin, you have been inside for eleven days, I’ll come to let you out.”

Still nothing happened.

The two of them gave a chuckle in their hearts, looked at each other, and both saw the
anxiety in each other’s eyes.

Oops, something happened to Randal Lin!

Just when the two of them got numb and rushed in towards Wayne Lin, suddenly
Wayne Lin spoke.



“Eleven days, so fast…”

Wayne Lin’s voice contained obvious emotions, and listening to it, there was a lot of
vicissitudes.

Hearing this sound, the figures of the two of them suddenly stopped, their expressions
suddenly became wonderful, they were surprised and surprised, and they had a strange
feeling in their hearts, as if it was not Wayne Lin inside. Because the voice just now was
too vicissitudes of life, to them, it seemed to be an old man who had lived for hundreds
of years, not their younger generation!

In the past, Wayne Lin’s aura was very large, but he never gave them such a feeling, as
if facing not their superiors, but the elders in the family.

“This……”

The two of them looked at each other again, and both saw the shock and doubt in each
other’s eyes.

Next, Wayne Lin moved. He exerted force on his toes and stood up directly, and walked
towards Damon Wang and Jeff Han, and every time he took a step, he made a clicking
sound on his body, which made people feel like fried beans. He is reborn.

When they walked out of the iron room, Damon Wang, Jeff Han and Wayne Lin looked
at each other, and they looked like they were in the midday sun, and they would cry.

So they immediately lowered their heads, not daring to look at Wayne Lin, and a huge
wave went up in their hearts. How could Wayne Lin’s eyes shine?

When they raised their heads again and looked at Wayne Lin, they found that they
wouldn’t be dazzling, but they immediately discovered the difference between Wayne
Lin and Wayne Lin was obviously taller than before! It seemed that it was four or five
centimeters longer, making them even more need to look up to Wayne Lin.

They subconsciously looked at Wayne Lin’s feet, only to find that Wayne Lin was not
wearing height-enhancing shoes, and even Wayne Lin came out with bare feet.

“Randal, are you okay?” Jeff Han swallowed and asked cautiously. He found that
Wayne Lin seemed more majestic than before. In front of Wayne Lin, he could feel



Wayne Lin all the time. That terrible breath seemed to be facing a mountain that was
thrust into the sky.

Damon Wang also felt this way.

Wayne Lin smiled slightly when he saw their restraints, and said, “Did any abnormality
occur during these eleven days.”

Damon Wang and Jeff Han both shook their heads and answered no.

Then Wayne Lin bypassed them and left the basement.

Damon Wang and Jeff Han had no choice but to leave. Anyway, Wayne Lin was alive
and well, and they breathed a sigh of relief.

Next, Wayne Lin went to take a shower, changed into new clothes, and went to eat
another meal. Except for his height a few centimeters higher, everything else seemed to
be the same, Damon Wang and Jeff Han , I don’t know what happened to him inside.
After he came out of retreat, his strength was stronger than before.

There was less than a day left before the Qicai origin fruit was mature. After Wayne Lin
had eaten a meal, he immediately called Alma Chu and told her that he was back.

However, when he got through to Alma Chu’s phone, it was not Alma Chu’s voice that
he heard.


